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2532014 TECHNICAL MACHINE SHEET  
 

Product: Automated Pallet Warehouse ACTIW 4200 

Product number: 2532014  

Manufacturer: Naaraharju Oy / Actiw Oy 

Manufacturer's type: Fully automated warehouse 

Manufacturing year: 2004  

Storage capacity: 4200 pallets total 

Loading and unloading: 240 pallets / hour  

Status: In operation   

 

Pictures:  

 

   
 

JADE Machine Description: 

 

This is a multilevel fully automated warehouse for various goods which can be placed on standard 

storage pallets. Total hold in capacity of this Actiw System is 4200 pallets and it has loading and 

unloading capacity of 240 pallets / hour.  Actiw Systems is the total warehouse management system 

which has hardware and software for moving storage pallets to and from storage, storing, sorting, 

staging, picking and loading (and unloading) palletized products fully automatically. Actiw System 

can be integrated as a part company's logistic system and it has Siemens Simatic S7 PLCs with Ethernet 

connections.   

 

The warehouse structure is made of bolted, coated / galvanized carbon steel and product is stored in 

four layers. In addition to four storage layers, this warehouse has two floors under these storage floors 

for VTC and truck  loading purposes. This Actiw System consist of roller conveyor system for in-feed 

and discharge palletize products and 4 Vertical Transfer Conveyors (VTC pallet elevators) of which 3 

can both load and unload and 1 for unloading only. To move pallets inside of storing layer, there are 

two type of transfer units, Cross Aisle Transfer lanes with cross sectional moving CAT Carts and Deep 

Lane Transfer lane with DLT Carts. CAT units are taking pallets from VTC and handing them over to 

DLT Carts when loading the store and reverse when unloading the store. DLT carts are designed so 

that they can leave and take a pallet from this lane and thus the product is store on these DLT lanes. 

All carts are electric gear motor driven with wire systems.    
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Warehouse is still in the operation and for seriously interested we have pdf-files with schematics and 

more detailed technical & function descriptions as well as we can organize site visits. The system has 

complete documentation in English and Russian and full after sales services from Finnish 

manufacturer. Location is Saint Petersburg, Russia.   

 

Technical Data: 

Manufacturer  Naaraharju Oy / Actiw Oy Finland 

Made in year 2004 

Storage capacity 4200 pallets 

Loading and unloading capacity 240 pallets / hour  

Storage Lanes (DLT Lanes) 17 psc/level  

DLT Carts 72 pcs  

Cross aisles  16 pcs 

CAT Carts 16 pcs 

VTL Lifts 4   pcs  

Warehouse length 76 m  

Warehouse width 27 m  

Warehouse total height 14 m  

Pallet dimensions: 1250 x 850 x 1800 mm (EUR Pallet) 

 1200 x 850 x 1800 mm  

Max pallet weight  900 kg 

 

 

More information from our web page www.indmachinery.com 


